on a shelf only so long as it sold at a certain popular level. But as the speed of commerce increased, and the business of books (plu ral) decreased the time any one book (singular) might remain on a shelf, the bookshelves themselves began to lengthen, then move, evolving into extremely long conveyor belts that carried books directly from printing presses through the stores where customers were compelled to quickly pluck off the titles they wanted the way they might select sushi from a passing boat in a Japanese restau rant. As with raw fish, freshness became a dominant concern, so instead of re-circulating back through the kitchen then out past the customers again, books that no one had plucked from the stream on a single pass continued, as they do to this day, on their one-way journey to the recycling plant. There they are shredded, and turned into products people might find more useful, such as greeting cards or the paper cups used in the coffee shops that take 
